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Digi~l Computer ~aboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

.SUBJECT: USE OF THE MAGNETIC TAPE AND DELAYED OUTPUT EQUIPMENT 
. . 

To: ,Scientific and Engineering Comput,ation Group 

FTom: HII Denman 

Abstract: The following memorandum concerns the present status of the magnetic 
tape units associat.ed with the Whirlwind I computer, some changes which 
are to be made in their operatiori and use, and some further changes 
which have been suggested but not yet accepted. The discussion is mainly 
from the point of view of the programmer, but it also includes some 
details of the physical operation of the units and their control b,y the 
computer operators. The following does not represent either the final 
form of the equipment or final standards for its use, since changes in 
the equipment and its use will continue to be made. As "changes are 
made the persons concerned will be notified as far in advance as possible, 
so that the necessar,y changeover can be made with the minimum of error 
or confusiono 

NOTE: 'Much of the following data on the tape units has been obtained 
from the engineers in charge of these units (Edward Farnsworth and James 
Forgie), and from M-1623-l(Programming for In-Out Units) and E-482 
(Qaeration of M~gnetic Tape Unit@). More detailed information on the 
operation of the tape Units will be contained in a later memorandum b,y 
Ja.mes Forgie. 

III General Feature@ of the Magnetic Tape Unit§ 

Intormation can be stored on and read from magnetio tape in binary form, where 

the binary digits 0 and 1 are represented by two opposite directions of magnetization 

in a small region of the layer of magnetio material on the tape. Since WWI (Wh:trlwind 

I) programs. numerical data, Flexowriter oharaoters, etc. may be expresse~ in bfnar.y 

form, they may be stored on the magnetic tape. This information may be used in' 

several ways--it may be stored on the tape temporarily to be read back, into primary 

:(ma~etiC ':.:clore) storage at a later time (auxiliary storage) or ~o activate dire()tly 

an electric typewriter or punch (delayed output), or it may remain on the ts.pe per-, 

manently to be used by many programmers. Other media can also store such information, 

but magnetic tape is used because it provides the computer with very large storage 

capaoit~ per unit (an 800 foot reel of magnetic tape oan s~ore as ma~ as 125,000 
WWI words), this storage is non-volatil~ (the stored information c~ remain permanently 

on the tape with no effort ~ecessary to maintain it). and the reading operat~~n is 
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non-destructive 0 Also, previous information can be easily erased and the tape used 

. again, information can be fairly quickly transterred to and from the tape by the 

computer (atter it has located the desired position on the tape), and when used as 

burter storage for delayed output the tape can permit a considerable s~ving in computer 

time over direct output methods. The ability of the tape unit to run in either direction 
while reading, recording, or searching reduces the access time tor information on the 

tape (the time required to locate and transfer desired information from auxiliar.y 

storage to primary storage)e 

At present there are five Raytheon magnetic tape units associated with the WWI 

computer; these units are referred to by the numbers 0,1, 2, 3A and 3B •. Figure 4 
shows the tive tape units, some of tlmr controls, and the delayed output equ1pment~ 

Three of these units (O, 1 and 2) are normally connected to' the computero One of 

the units 3A or 3B is normally connected to the computer, the other to the delayed 

output equipment (these connections are reversed :by throwing the tranSf.r.8w.l.t·e~ti~},:r· 

the' -:delaied"o~tPut equipment enelollUre) ~ 

Although the present design of the tape equipment permits a maxim'Ulll of six binary 

digits on a lirie across the 1/2 inch wide tape, these digits have been grouped in 
~ , 

pairs in order to increase the reliability of reading and recording on the tape. 

One of these pairs of bits (or channels) is reserved for ipdex pulses (a pulse in a 

channel is defined to be l's in both bit positions of the channel), so that there 

are only two channels per line available to the programmer. An index pulse is use4 

to indicate to th~ tape unit that information is stored in the other two channels 

of the line. The index pulse plays a role analogous to the seventh hole on paper 

tape and is necessar.y in this system to distinguish between no information on a line 

(erased 'tape) and a pair ot D's in that line. A 16 bit WI word will therefore be 

represented on the tape by a group ofS lines, e~ch with an index pulse in its index 

channel. In order to separate the lines of information, spaces of erased tape (with 

O's in all the channels) of length equal to that of the information lines are lett 

between the lines of information. 

Block:marks, which are used to indicate the beginning of blqcks ot WWI words on 

the tape, consist of pulses in both information channels, and D's in the index channel. 

Words are recorded on the tape only when it is moving at its normal speed of 30 

inches per second and a pulse1s recorded on the tape in 160 microseconds, so that 

a line of information or a block mark will occupy 0 0 0048 inches linearly along the 
tape G Thus the 8 lines and 8 spaces whioh ~ke up one WWI word occupy O~077 inches, 

and 2.56 milliseconds are required to r~co~d thi~ word or for it to pass under the 
Of ~earenlllg 

read-record head of the unit while read~ng!. (Recording Flexowri ter characters for 

delayed printing using the new !! record orders produces st+tomatically a lengthened 
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initial space followed by 8 lines of information and seven normal spaces. See 

section II A 2 .. ) 

II. Control of the tape units 

A. Automatic Control by the Computer 

Only one piece of In-Out equipment can be controlled by the computer at a 

time; thus the computer can control at any instant only one of the four tape units 

connected to it (the selection of another tape unit or any other In-Out equipment 

will stop the tape unit which had been previously under the control of the computer). 

The computer can give the same set of instructions to any tape unit connected to it. 

These instructions include those of the form si ]£[ (where the address section ~ 

selects a particular tape unit and instructs it to operate in a certain mode and 

direction) and the group of in-out instructions rd, ~, and bi (which follow certain 

of the si instructions and complete the tranSfer of information between the arithmetic 

element and the tape). The modes of operation of the tape units (selected by the !! 
instructions) are as follows: 

10 Record forward and reverse* 

The si record orders initiate a 14.5 millisecond delay count in the ~n-Out Delay 

Counter so that no other in-out instruction can be performed until this delay ends. 

The tape unit selected is instructed to run the tape in the desired direction** and 

the erase current is turned on. Because of the inertia of the tap'e and certain parts 

of the tape units, an average of ~ .. to 6 milliseconds is required before a t ape unit 

which has been instructed to change the motion of the tape actually affects the speed 

or direction of the tape (this is called the mechanical reaction time of the unit). 

Thus if a tape unit is at rest when an si record instruction is given, the tape will 

be erased while still at rest and as it accelerates to normal speed. At the end of 

the 14.5 millisecond delay a block mark is recorded on the tape and the unit is then 

ready to record WWI words on the tape when so instructed by the computer. Until a 

record order or some other ~ instruction is given, the unit will continue to erase 

tape in the specified direction. 

* The "forward" and "reverse" directions for the tape units are absolute as far as the 
programmer and computer operator are concerned. The system is wired so that when the 
tape is moving in the "forward" direction, tape is being wound up on the front reel of 
the unit (see Figure 2$) 

** The last binary digit of the address of the si instruction indicates the direction 
of motion requestedQ If it is a 0, iQe~, if the-address.~ is even, the forward 
direction has been selected; if the last digit is a. 1, i.e., l29.r is odd, the reverse 
direction has been selected~ . 
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If the tape unit selected is already in motion, the!! record instruction still 

immediately initiates the 1405, millisecond delay count and starts erasing the tape 

as it passes under the read-record heado If the new ~ instruction calls for the 

same direction as the tape is moving, the programmer gets a longer interval or 
erased tape before the block mark (see Appendix B). If it calls for the opposite 

direction, the unit starts the delay count and erase current, but continues to move 

in the original direction for; ,; to 6- milliseconds, (reacti9n time), then decelerates 

to a stop and accelerates to normal speed in the new direction, retraces the portion 

of tape just erased, and records the block mark at approximately O~,OS inches in the 

new direction from the point on the tape which was under the head.when the si 

instruction was giveno 

Each record order ~) following an ~ order for recording sends the contents 

of the accumulator to the In-Out Register, from which the word is recorded (two 

digits at a time) on the tape, the lett digit pair in the accumulator becoming the 

first line of the word on the tape, etc. A 2056 millisecond total delay is counted 

in the In-Out Delay Counter during this opera~ion. WWI instructions (other than in-out) 

may be performed during this recording. If another ~ order occurs within the 2.56 
millisecond period, the next word will be recorded on the tape after the first delay 

is completede This will give the closest spacing of words on the magnetic tape 

(a space of 0.0048 inches between the last line of one word and the first line of the 

next word) 0 If the next ~ order does ~ot follow within the 2056 milliseconds, the 

unit will erase tape after the first word is completely recorded until another ~ 

order or some ~ instruction taking the unit out of the record mode is given. 

20 Record for delayed printing (forward, and reverse) 

These ~ record orders cause the tape unit selected to behave in the same manner 

as the si order described above o A 14.5 millisecond delay is counted in the In-Out 

Delay Counter, tape is erased, and a block mark is recorded at the end of the delay 

interval. The only difference occurs on following l:£ orderso In this case the 

initial space preceding the first line of each word is lengthened from O. 0048 to 

about OEl15 inches (corresponding to a 5.1 mill1seconddelay count); thereafter the 

recording of the "Word Fet~.4tJ" as' usual., The total delay count for -'an !:£. order 

following this si order will be about 7.5 milliseconds, which gives enough space 

for the magnetic tape to stop while the delayed output equipment is printing or 

punching the last Flexowriter character and then to accelerate to normal speed, 

before reading the next character. 

3e Read forward and reverse 

The si read instructions initiate a delay count of 5.1 milliseconds in thein-OUt 

Delay Counter to enable the reading circuits to become unsaturated if the unit had 
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been previously in a record modea The unit selected is instructed to move in the 

desired direction~, If this unit has been at rest, the tape does not start to move 

for the Si to 6 millisecond reaction time of the un1 ts G After the 501 millisecond 

delay has been counted, the unit starts examining the information on the tape as 

it passes under the heado After finding a block mark on the tape the unit sends 

succeeding groups of 8 lines (as indicated by index pulses) to the In-Out Register 

where they are assembled into WWI words by successive left shiftso* Once an si 

read instruction has been given to a unit and the first block mark after the delay 

detected~ the unit ignores other block marks it finds on the tape while operating 

in this read modeo 

In order to get words from the In-Out Register to the accumulator and to clear 

th~s register for the next word~ a read erg) order is required for each word to be 

read from the tape~ or a block input order (bi) for a group of wordso If the first 

line of a word arrives at the In-Out Register and finds the previous word still there 

(the r,egister has not been cleared by a m or bi order), a program alarm is given 

and the computer stopsQ 

The programmer must give at least one rd or bi instruction after an si read 

instruction 0 If this is not done , the operation of the in-out equipment on the next 

si instruction becomes uncertain 0 

If the tape unit selected by the si read order has .. already been selected by 

the previous A! instruction so that it is already in motion, then the behavior of 

the unit depends on the combination of the two si instructionso The 501:fuiliisecond 

delay is counted in any caseo If the unit has been running in the direction now 

requested, the unit simply waits the 5** millisecond delay, starts looking for a 

block mark~ and after finding one starts sending lines to the In-Out Register to 

be assembled into wordso If the unit has been running in the opposite direction, 

the t ape continues to "move in the original direction during the reaction time, then 

decelerates continudusly until it is up to normal speed in the other directiono 

At the end of the 5 millisecond del~y count, however, it 'again starts searching for 

a block mark~ and after finding one, starts readingo 

Sinoe the delay of 5 milliseconds before starting to look for a block mark is 

used after all & read instructions regardless of the speed and direction of the 

tape 9 the programmer must insure that the head of the tape unit selected is in an 

erased section of tape if the !1 read instruction is given while the tape is at rest 

or required to change direction of motionG '1' In- sucb.:,'Gases. the tape unit starts 

to look, for a block mark when at rest or moving very slowly! and this causes the 

* If the unit is running in different directions during the recording and reading of a 
word on the tape, the word must be rearranged either berore the I£ order or after the 
rd order to obtain it in the desired formo 
*i Hereafter, in reference to the 501 millisecond delay,we will simply write 5. 
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reading operation to be,marginal--a line of information on the tape might be mis

interpreted as a block mark, oausing the tape unit to read the succeeding lines 

into the In-Out RegisterG If the si read instruction is always given so that the" 

head is in an erased section of tape until the tape reaches normal speed in the 

desired direction, then although the unit will be searching for a block mark while 

moving slowly, there will be no information on the tape which can be misread as a 
"-. 

block mark. An s1 read followed by atl, rd. followed by a second si read, would in
sure that the tape un1t is up to aormal speed after th& seoond !1 read. 

The computer can perform internal (non in-out) instructions while the delay is 

being counted and the unit is searching for a block mark~ Unless the programmer 

knows exactly how much blank tape exists between the point at which he gave the· 

si read order and the first word after the block mark, he cannot program for more 

than 707 milliseconds of computation between the ~ and the next ~ ur bi instructions. 

If the words are recorded on the tape at maximum density, the programmer may perform 

2056 milliseconds of internal orders between successive !2: orders; if the recording 

was made at lower density, more time will be available between successive .,rg orders" 

As long as the word in the In-Out Register is read before the first line of the n'ext 

word arrives, no program alarm will occure 

If a block input (bi) instruction follows an si read instruction, and if the 

accumulator contains !n when this instruction is given, the tape unit will s.end the 

next n words on the tape to the In-Out Register and the computer will automatically 

transfer them into electrostatic storage, storing them in a block starting at the 

address of the bi instructiono No other WWI orders of any kind can be performed 

until this operation is completed, and the length of time required depends on the 

spacing of the words on the tape" If these words are all in one block and recorded 

at maximUm density then the transfer will require 2.56 n milliseconds from the time 

the first word starts into the In-Out Regis,ter.. Later block marks passing under the 

head during this operat~on ar~ ignoredo If the contents of the accumUlator are !O 

when the bi order is given, one word will be read from the tape into the In-Out 

Register. (as a result of the previous ~ read instruction), but the bi instruction 

will not transfer it into magnetic 'core storagee If the programmer wishes to traz:tsfer 

this word into' the accumulator, then he should give an ,rg or a non-zero .l2! order. 

This order must follow the zero bi order within 300 microseconds in order to prevent 

a program alarmo If the programmer is not interested in, this word" then he- may clear 

the lOR and thus prevent a program alam by giving any other si instruction within 

the 300 microsecondso Each.l2! o,rder should, be preoeded by, an si read instruction; 
J 

it may also be preceded by one or more ,rg orderso If a non-zero block input order 

is followed by a I£ instruction, this !£ order will bring a !O into the accumulator, 

and further rd orders will behave in normal fashiono Care must be taken to follow 
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the last rd or bi order .after .an & read instruction with Some instruction de-selecting 

the tape unit, in order to avoid a program alarm due to further information arriving 

in the In-Out Register when it contains. a wordo 

40 Re-record forward and reverse 

A tape unit given an si instruction to re-record in either direction switches 

to the read mode and moves.:.in the. desired,,:direc.tionQ After it detects a block mark 

the unit switches to the record modeo Since the unit starts in the read mode, a·5 

millisecond delay is initiated in the In-Out Delay Counter, and after this delay is 

counted the unit searches along the tape until it locates a block mark. When one 

is located~ the unit switches to the record mode, and therefore starts erasing tape. 

unless an si instruction occurs in time to prevent thiso This order is used either 

to record over a block of information (in which case this order will be followed b.Y 
.££. orders) or to skip blocks in either the forward or reverse directions prior to 

reading or re-recordinge 

This instruction should not be given while the tape is at rest in a section 

containing information or where it will cause the tape to reverse direction of motion 

while in a region containing fnformationQ This is because the unit starts in the 

read mode when given this instruction, and therefore the same situation prevails as 

described in section II A 30 
5G Stop orders 

ao General 

Any si order de-selects all other pieces of In-Out equipment except the one 

to which it referso When free-running units such as the magnetic tape units or the 

photoelectric tape reader are de-selected, they are instructed to stop (these units 

ignore any information they pass over while coasting to rest) e Thus & orders, such 

as si .Q and si 1, which do not refer to any particular piece of in-out equipment, 

de-select any piece of in-out equipment in use, but also may stop the computero If 
it is desired to de-select a piece of in-out equipment and to continue computer 

operation, then the programmer should use an si 408 (decimal) or 630 (octal). When 

de-selected, a tape unit continues during its reaction time to travel at normal speed 

in the direction in which it has been moving, and then decelerates to a stop in an 

additional lQO milliseconds~approxtmately)~ 

bo Stop in cleared area 

This si instruction stops the selected tape unit in a cleared (erased) section 

of tapee The direction speCified in the address of this si instruction (see Appertdix 

C) should correspond to the direction of motion of the tape when the order is giveno 

Physically, the tape unit switches to the record mode if it is not already in this 

mode, and a l4Q4 millisecond delay count is initiatedo At the end of this delay 
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the unit switches to the record mode in the opposite direction, and another 1403 

millisecond delay is counted while the tape reverses directiono At the end of 

this delay, the unit is de-selectedo (At this time the tape has been cleared about 

0.61 inches beyond the point where this' instruction was given9 and the tape finally 

stops~ if permitted, about Oe21 inches beyond the point where the instruction was 

giveno) No block marks are recorded on the tape during this operation. The total 

delay count is therefore about 2887 milliseconds (there is no delay count associated 

with the de-selection of the unit) a The computer clock is stopped during this delay, 

so that llQ computer operations can be performed for this 2807 millisecond periodo 

At the end of this period, the unit is de-selected, and it then coasts to a stop 

moving in the direction opposite to the original. If an si instruction in this new 

direction occurs before the unit has come to rest, the unit may accelerate to normal 

speed without actually coming to rest; if the new ~ instruction i~ in the original 

direction, the tape 'unit must coast to a stop before accelerating to normal speed 

in the original directiono 

This instruction should not be used at interior points in a recording even if 

given in an interblock space, because the tape is erased so far ahead of the point 

at which the order is given (see above) that it will erase part of the beginning of 

the next block (unless the interblock spacing is made longer in some way, as by 

counting a delay when the unit is erasing tape in the record mode) 0 

Bo Manual Control of the Tape Units 

A certain amount of manual control of the tape units by the computer operators 

is occasionally either necessary or desirableo For this reason certain manual 

controls are provided for each of the tape units and the delayed output equipmento 

These manual controls are used to turn on power for the units, to position the tapes 

with respect to the r~ad-record heads, to put the units under the control of the 

computer9 to erase tape, to connect certain units to the delayed output equipment, 

etco 

All of the Raytheon tape units have the following controls on the front of the 

units (see Figure 3): two toggle switches marked STANDBY and POliER, a light labeled 

POWER ON, and a five-position rotary switch (marked A S F S R), as well as a set of 

four neon lights which indicate the action of the clutches and brakes- of the unite 

All units have, in addition, a separate control panel (labeled MAGNETIC TAPE !y! 

CONTROL PANEL) which is used instead of the controls on the unit itselfo One of 

these panels is shown in Figure 1. 
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o Ptishbutton 
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® Neon Light 

MAGNETIC TAPE AUX CONTRO~' PANEL 

•• •• AUTO RW FWD REV STOP 

Figure 1: Magnetic Tape Auxiliary Control Panel 
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MANUAL READY 

~~nual control of units with the auxiliary control panel is accomplished as 

follows: on the tape uni t, the S'rANDBY and POWER swi tches must be .Q! (up) and the 

five-position rotary switch in the! (Automatic) position. These swit.ches ~re to 

'be left permanently in these positions and all manual control of the units done by 

means of the auxiliary control panels.* On the auxiliary control panel, the STOP 

pushbutton must be on (pushed in) in order to start the unit. When the POWER ON 

button is pressed. the tape unit is turned on (if the ~ button is pushed in) and 

after a timed delay of about 45 seconds for the servomechanism to warm up, full.power 

is applied to ito At this time the unit is ready to operate under.manual or auto

matic control t and the READY light goes on. Then if the pushbutton ~ (Automatic) 

is pressed in t the uni t is connected to the computer and may be operated ,'by the 

program 0 If the operator wishes to position the tape under the head by running the 

tape in either the forward o·r reverse direction he simply presses the FWD (]'orward) 

or REV (Reverse) pushb,utton respectively, and then presses the ~ button when 

the tape is in the desired position. When the operator wishes to rewind (ioeo. 

move the tape in the reverse direction) the tape to one of the limit switches** On the 

tape 9 he pushes the.ID! (Rewind) button and the tape unit automatically rewinds the 

tape until the closest limit switch is r.eached. and stops the tape at that point. 

* ,Since each tape unit normally is controlled manually by means of the auxiliary 
control partel, it should not be necessary for the operator to lift or remove from 
the unit the transparent plastic dust cover which protects each unit. 

** A limit switch is a group (usually two) of metallic strips attach~d across the 
tape 0 When one of these strips touches a pair of wipers located several inches along. 
the tape in advance of the read-record head, the unit stops 0 '~hese limits act only" 
when the unit is under manual control. (in the Rewind mode), not when under the control 
of the computer 0 When Unit 3A or 313 is connected to delayed print equipment and Auto
pushbutton is in t a special Rewind pushbutton on delayed output equipment will also 
rewind.the tape. 
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The last four mentioned pushbuttons (RW, EHQ, REV, STOP)put the unit under manual 

control and therefore the MANUAL light is lit whenever anyone of these buttons is 

in and the power is ono 

If there are two sets of limit switches at the beginning of a tape with some 

permanently recorded data on the tape between them and if the operator wishes to 

position the tape at the first limit switch though the tape is past the second limit 

switch, he may press the Rewind button and wait for the tape to stop at the second 

limit switch, switch to Reverse until the limit switch completely passes the head, 

and then press the Rewind button again. The tape will now stop at the first limit 

switch, ~nd after the Automatic button is pushed the tmit will be ready to start 

under computer control at the beginning of the permanently recorded data. 

If the operator wishes to turn off any unit he simply presses the ."Cor,r~slx.>~d1ng 

POwj~~9W pushbutit,on ,"--
At the beginning of a computer period, each tape unit is normally positioned 

at thehe~irmi:n~ of it.s tapee UnitO* .. however, has the Comprehens1ve System conversion 
.and, . other programar ... ' . _, . , . 

program, permanently recorded between lJ.Dl1t sW1.tches on the f1.rst:pa.rt -:~ of l.ts 

tape, and Units 3A and 3B similarly have data permanently recorded for checking these 

units and ~he delayed output equipmento If this material is to be used, the computer 

operator can run these tapes back to the first limit switch by the method outlined 

above 0 The programmer can .assume that these units will be positioned at or past, 

the second limit switch, and since these limits are ignored by the unit when it is 
- .. 
under computer control (in Automatic), he should never program to run the tape back 

past the point where he starts recording on the tape. 

Units I and 2 do not have permanently recorded data on their tapes. Therefore, 

these tapes have only I limit switch each, located near the beginning of the tapeo 

The heads of these units are normally positioned at these limit switches when a 

program referring to these units is startedo Since none of the tape units are pro

tected from t~e tape running off either reel when under computer control, the program

mer using the magnetic tape units should not program run-back of any unit past t~ 

point where he starts his recording. ~Such a run-back may either destroy some part 

of one of the permanently recorded sections or run the beginning of the tape off the 

reelo If a program is being run which uses a tape unit with a permanent recording 

stored on it which is separated from the remainder of the tape by a limit switch, 

the computer operator must insure when the program is started that this tape is 

positioned so that the head is at the limit switch for~ard of this permanent recordingo 

The only guarantee against destroying permanently recorded information on a tape unit 

would be to disconnect the recording circuits for that unit, which would prevent the 
W~+ ~s\~T. tS;.~OW!_lR9-te.~,~:~.I_~!;r:eft<1li~gq~.) Brl:q '. c,~~.il~~/l;~pql;~~d;~~-iOP'~y ... rby, ,:&pe,cial' ~~ang- .' 
me~t. Wl.t~ t,hema,gne~l~~,~~;~~~er.~: ' 
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programmer from using the remainder of the tape on this unit. The limit switches 

can offer protection to this permanent data only if both the operators and programmers 

obey these instructions. 

Erasure of the tape units 

Units 0, 1, and 2 can be erased only by programs in the computer. If it is 

desired to erase a portion of the tape on any of these units, the programmer can 

simply give an si record order for the proper directio~ and then count a delay in 

the program until the desired amount of tape has been erased (see Appendix B). A 

block mark will be recorded after the first 1405 milliseconds, so that it may be 

necessary to add 14Q5 milliseconds to the programmed delay to get a certain length 
. ,~hen 

cleared area after this block mark. As long as the programmer remains in this area, 

there will be no information except what he records there. Normally this is not 

a necessary procedure, since tape is erased as a recording is made, and even the 

tape passed over while stopping can be erased by using the si stop in cleared area 

orders $ However, if a programmer wishes to be able to position the tape manually 

to the beginning of his recording on the tape (as he would do if he wanted to start 

the program over again because of an alarm during the performance of the program or 

to make use of an undisturbed recording for another run of his program, etc.), it 

is advisable to erase the tape· around the limit switch and then start recording in 

this erased portion of tapeo Then the slight differences in tape position which 

may occur in stopping the tape by the limit switch when rewinding will not allow 

any old information in the vicinity of the switch to be read into the computer 

when the program is started again with the tape at the limit switch(at the beginning 

of the recording} .. 

If the computer operator wishes to erase a section of the tape on units which 

do not have external erase current, he should first position the tape so that either 

end of the section he wishes to erase ,is under the head. The following program is 

then put in Flip-Flop storage 

Register 

2. 

Instruction 

s1 record for desired unit and direction (see Appendix C) 

sp 3 
This program is started by putting 2 in the PC Reset switches, and pressing the START 

~ pushbutton for the computer. The program will select the tape unit and start 

it in the indicated direction with the erase current on. It lays down a block mark 

after 1405 milliseconds and then continues to erase tape until the computer is stopped 

by the operator, which will de-select the unit and allow it to coast to rest in the 

read modeo The tape oan then be used or positioned manually before useo If the 

operator wishes to layuown a series of block marks with erased tape between, he can 
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use the above program and put sp 2 in Flip Flop 30 
Special provision has been made for manual erasure of units 3A and 3B by the 

computer operators without using computer time. To erase a particular section of 

one of these tapes, first put the bar transfer switch on the j.l~4:'o~\P.l~' ~.t,B" 

encrlosll,l'Ie:.in position so that the unit to be erased is connected to the print-out equip-

ment (See Figure"4)*& The tape should then be positioned manually to either 

end of the section to be erased and the ERASE--PRINT OUT toggle switch on the: ,tDaNE~IC.. 
~HELAY,TRANSF.ER ". panel put in the ERASE positionD (The ERASE CURRENT ON red 

light goes one) Then start the unit in the correct direction by the mannal controls 

and the tape will be erased as it passes under the head as long as this current is 

ono Note that only the tape unit connected to the delayed print equipment is erased 

and the erasure occurs while the unit is under manual control «I The ERASE-- PRINT OUT 

switch should be returned to the PRINT OUT position after erasingo 

Units 3A and 3B are both equipped with limit switches on the tape, and a rewind 

pushbutton has been put on the o'ontrol panel- on the delayed output equipment box-~ . 

To rewind one of these units to a limit switch,the Automatic pushbutton should be 

pressed in and the transfer switch moved to such a position that the unit to be 

rewound is connected to the delayed output equipment. The tape may be rewound by 

means of the pushbutton on the "enclos~e and may be erased simultaneously if the 

erase current is turned on while the unit is being rewound. 

Some of the tape reels have been marked so that the operator can judge approx

imately how much tape still remains on either reelo The operator can then tell 

from the programmer 9s estimate of how much tape he will use on that unit whether 

the program can be run immediately or the tape will have to be run back, and in 

the latter case, he can tell more accurately when he has run it back sufficientlye 

When the REMOTE CONTROL light on the ~ INTERLOCK ~ is lit, the tape 

units are all under remote control from the computer room, and cannot be operated 

b.y the computer or the computer operators using the above-mentioned controls until 

this light is offo When the,~ In Read light is on, the record circuits for the 

units are inoperable, and the tape can only be read. (See Figure 2.) 

1110 Use of the Magnetic Tape Units b~ Programmers 

Ae Auxiliary Storage 

The programs and numerical data required to solve certain problems on the 

Whirlwind computer occupy more registers than the 2016 available in primary (magnetic 

core:) storageQ In these cases the programmer must decide how to store the additional 

information (instructions or data) required. Among the auxiliary storage media 

: ~vailable to the programmer are paper tape, magnetic tape, and the F~gnetic drum. 
~reen lights;have ,been,:p:UCsd on -Unit :JA and ")l3$' , The one thatt,is :lit::iD.dicates that 
llnit "is;cormeotedt6thedelalled 'print ,equipment~, . 
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However, the fundamental method of getting information into magnetic core memory 

(MOM) is through the pliotoelectric tape reader. Thus if a programmer wishes to 

store auxiliary information on the magnetic drum or ~ape, he must first have it punched 

on paper tape and read through the photoelectric tape reader into MOM;he then transfers it 

to the tape or drum.* (If the extra information is generated in MOM by the program, 

then only the original data and program have to be read in by the photoelectric tape 

readero) Thus, if we have certain information which will not fit in MOM but which is 

to be used only once and in a certain definite se~uence by a program in the computer 

then the simplest and fastest method would be to have this data punched on paper tape 

in the proper sequence and read into the computer through the photoelectric tape reader 

as it is needed~ If it is to be used more than once, but in the same sequence, then 
it might be punched on paper tape and this tape made into a loop (if it is not too 

long)p so that it can be run through the photoelectric tape reader as many times as 

needed 0 However, the reading speed of the photoelectric tape reader is about 67 words 

'per second 9 which is much slower than the magnetic tape and drum. (Also. the photo

electric tape reader cannot be reversed and information cannot be easily and quickly 

recorded on paper tape and read back without the intervention of the operator:) Thus 

if information which cannot be stored in MOM is going to be needed a number of times 

or requires random access to it by the computer, or if information is generated in MOM 

which must be stored for future reference. time considerations lead us to consider 

either the magnetic tape or drum for auxiliary storage. 
The random access t-i.me for reading or recording a block of material from the 

magnetic drum to MOM orviceversa is the sum of 8.3 milliseconds for finding the 

starting point of this block on the drum (assuming that it is all stored in one drum 

group and that it is not necessary to change the drum group reference) plus 32 micro

seconds per word for completing transfer of the block of information between the drum 

and MCM. If it may be necessary to change the drum group reference, then the random 

time to find the start of the block on the drum is 37.6 milliseconds and again 32 
microseconds per word are required to complete the transfer. However, although 

there are 249576 registers of storage on the drum (12 groups of 2048 registers each). " 

the recording circuits of Group 11 are d1sconnected so that it is not available to 

the programmer for recording. Group 0, i~ general, should not" be used. 
The arbitrary access time for a block of information on one of the magnetic 

tape units depends on how much of the reel of tape is used. If T is the time required 

for the tape to travel at normal speed from one end of a recording of fnformation to 

the other, and if we disregard the interblock spacings and. assume that no time is 

required to accelerate or decelerate the tape, then the ranciom access time (starting 

at an arbitrary point in the recording and going to another arbitrary point in the 

recording) is T/3, plus a minimum of 2.56 milliseconds per word to c~~plete 'the 

*The drum read-in program can read 556 tapes directly into the drum without the inter
vention o~ the programmer (if properly tagged). 
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transfer of information between tape and MOM.. Thus, for a 25,000 word maximum 

density recording on one tape unit, T is about 64 seconds, and the average time to 

obtain the beginning of the desired block about 21 seconds. Therefore, if the full 

drum capacity of 25,000 words were available to the programmer, the average time 

required to find the beginning of a block of words on the drum would be about 

1/~5,60 th that for the same amount of data on one magnetic tape unit, and the speed 

of transfer of information from auxiliary storage to HaM is about 80 times faster 

for the drum than for the tape. 

When information is to be read linearly into liCK from magnetic tape (ieeo, 

the infonnation is read into liCK in the same fixed sequence a number of times), then 

the access time when the head is between blocks is very short--on the order of 15 
milliseconds to start the tape unit and run over the interblock cleared'space to 

the block mark and then 2&56 milliseconds reading time per word if recorded at 

maximum densityo (The drum access time in this linear case is the same as given 

aboveQ) However, at the end of the recording the tape unit normally must be reversed 

and run back to the beginning of the recording to start over again, and since this 

must usually be done under computer control (in some cases it might be possible to 

ask the operator to do this while the program in the computer is doing something 

else, but this is not advisable), this runback time is wasted computer time (this 

is not necessary for the drum, at worst, for a recording on one group, it will take 

16Q7 milliseconds to pick up the start of the recording again, or 48.7 milliseconds 

if it is necessary to change groups). For such linear cases, it does not matter 

materially whether this information is put on only one tape unit (if not too long) 

or Bpread over several, since essentially the same time will be required for reading 

in the information and running back over it (in fact, the latter case will require 

slightly more computer time because it will be necessary to calculate in the program 

which unit should be referred to next). If, however, random access to the information 

is required, then it is very advantageous to spread it over as many units as possible, 

since it takes only a few WI orders in the program in MOM to find out which unit 

contains the next desired information (which requires time on the order of a milli

second) so that the random time to get to the beginning of the block would be reduced 

to about T/3n, where n is the number of units on which the recording is stored, 

assuming that it is evenly distributed over the n units. 

Since there are four tape units under the control of the computer, it is possible 

for the programmer to use all four for auxiliary storage. However, units 3A and 3B 

are reserved primarily for delayed output use, and it is expected that unit 2 will 

also be used this way in the future. Therefore, it is preferred that programmers 

do not use these units for auxiliary storage. If it seems desirable to the programmer 
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and his associated staff member to use units 2 and 3 for auxiliary storage, it is 

possible to do so, but this may cause some delay in having the program performed, 

since it may interfere with the use of these units for delayed output. Unit 0, 
ooat.in,th.' OS cOD.'Yentftt' prOgr8iaLda.other:·p4tnapu;<~~_}i:::"'~.c'aUa',:::~O:P""" ,', " 

"',. . '. r ,'f .. ':p.' • 

,'thj"s. Unlt'O":cUno,t be uB~·db7:~:graDmi,.r8~(see ~ ·~JB&et~O'~);:\(3~it 1 can store 

up to about 125 9000 words (and also unit 2). Units 3A and 3B, if used as auxiliary 

storage, can hold about 155,000 words maximum. 

An additional degree of freedom which the magnetic tape provides the programmer 

is the ability to vary the spacing b~tween words on the tape when recording, so that 

on reading there will be an interval between the necessary rd orders which will 

provide enough time for certain calculations. Even at mjnimum spacing, there is 

time for about 10' to 1'0·0 WI operations between successive IS. orders. In this way 

it is possible to save part or almost all of the running time of the tape while 

reading, though it may take some addi~ional time for recording. To get the desired 

spacing while recording, the programmer normally will have to count the necessary 

delay, unless he wants the minimum spacing or the longer spacing of about 7.5 milli

seconds for delayed print recordings (see Appendix C), both of which are given 

automatically 0 A typical delay counter which the programmer may insert between his 

I£ orders is as follows: 

ao 

a + 10 

a + 20 

ca y 

ad 1 

cp a+l 

If we have the number -n in y, this program will go through the ad 1, £E a+l cycle 

n+ 1 times 0 Each cycle takes]',2 microseconds (the ad 1 order requires only.1;-6' 

microseconds because its address is in test storage)o. Since this counting is done 

in parallel with the In-OUt Delay Count, the complete desired delay between !£ 

orders must be programmedo For example, if a space corresponding to about 3 milli

seconds is desired between words (from the end of one to the start of the next) on 

the tape, then the count above would have to take 5.56 milliseconds, and therefore, 

n would be 174decimal. If other internal instructions have to be performed before 

recording each word, then this counted delay can be reduced. 

Programming for Auxiliary Storage 

The usual method of recording information on the magnetic tape is as blocks 

of WWl wordse In this way the wasted (from the programmer's point of view) tape 

and time taken by the si record and stop orders can be averaged over a number of 

words 0 To record a block of words on the tape, the following orders may be used: 

10 si pqr--starts the selected tape unit in the indicated direction, given by 
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the address pqro A 1405 millisecond delay count is initiated and the erase 

current is turned ono At the end of the delay a block mark is recorded, and 

the unit is ready to record WWI words on the tape. WWI instructions, other 

than in-out, may be performed during the delay 'intervalo 

20 rc--records on the tape the contents of the accumulator, during a 2056 
millisecond delay count (or a 7.5 millisecond total delay count if the si 

orders for delayed print are used). This order can not proceed until the 

delay count for the previous si record order or ~ has been completed. As many 

~ orders as desired may be given before the next si instruction. Any number 

of WWI internal orders may occur between the !£ orders, but to get the maximum 

density of stored information on the tape the ~ orders must follow within 

2056 milliseconds of each other. 

30 si--stops the selected tape unit in the direction specified by the si record 

order aboveo This is used after the block of words has been recorded, and will 

stop the tape unit without leaving any old data on the tape between the last 

word of the block and the point where the tape stopso If the tape has been 

previously cleared so that erased tape exists in this region, then the programmer 

can use the general in-out equipment stop order si 408 (decimal) (which is ~ 

630 octal)~ The proper addresses for the si instructions are listed in Appendix O. 

If other blocks of data are to be recorded it may not be necessary to stop 

the tape unit. In order to get an interblock cleared space and a block mark 

before the next block of data is recorded, the programmer can give another 

si record order in the same direction. However, if some other in-out unit ~ 

refer~ed to between the end of recording one block and the beginning of the next, 

it is necessary to stop the tape unit in cleared tape first, since reference to 

the other in-out equipment will de-select the tape unit and if it were not stopped 

in a cleared area would permit old data to remain on the tape. 

The system does not permit recording on the magnetic tape by means of the block 

output (bo) order 0 

If the programmer wishes to skip in either direction over blocks of recorded 

information on the tape, prior to reading or re-recording certain blocks, he may 

use the si re-record orders. These orders should be given only when the tape unit 

selected is in an erased area of tape, since the unit starts in the read mode on this 

order (see Section II A 40). After the 5 millisecond delay the unit starts searching 

for a block mark in the indicated direction, and should pick up the first block mark 

in this direction o (The programmer should remember that block marks are normally 

recorded only at the beginnings of blocks of words by the si record orders.) After 
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this first block mark is detected, the unit would normally switch into the record 

mode, but if another si re-record instruction occurs by this tjme, the unit will 

switch into the read mode again and go on to the n~xt block mark after the delay, 

disregarding the block of information passed over between the two block marks. Thus,' 

to skip on the tape in the'samedirectionas the recording was made, where only one 

block mark has been recorded per block of information, one simply gives m+l si 

re-record orders separated by not more than 5.1 milliseconds (in a cyclical program 

if desired); after the last such order the unit will have just read the block mark 

at the beginning of the (m+l)st block and will switch to the record mode, ready to 

re-record this block of information if given the necessary ~ orderso If the programmer 

starts in the clear space at the end of a block and skips blocks in the direction 

opposj.te to that in which the recording was made, then each si re-record order 

actually causes us to skip a blocko Therefore, m such orders cause the unit to skip 

back m blockso After the completion of the mth si re-record order the unit has just 
th read the block mark of the m block back, going in the opposite direction to the 

recording; it now turns on the erase current while moving over the already erased 

interblock space in front of this blocke If the programmer wishes to re-record the 

block of information just passed over, he should give an si re-record order in the 

original directiono The tape unit will then tUrn around in the interblock space 

(it will start looking for a block mark while at rest or moving slowly, but this will 

not cause trouble, since the unit is in an erased section of tape), pick up the block 

mark just passed, and then switch into the record mode, ready to re-record the blocke 

In this case a total of m+l si re-record orders have been given in order to re-record 
th the m block back on the tapeo 

A difficulty with re-recording blocks of information is in terminating the 

re-recordinge If one re-records a different number of words in a block, then the 

interblock spacing will be shortened if the new block is longer, or information must 

be erased if the new block is shortero Also, if, after a re-recording, the programmer 

uses the si stop in erased section order in the interior of a sequen,ce of blocks 

already recorded, he will erase part of the beginning of the next block under normal 

spacings (see Section II A 5G)0 An alternative is to de-select the unit, so that it 

will simply coast to a stop in the interblock space, ig~oring any information it 

passes oveTo If the re-recording does not fall exactly on the old informa.tion, there 

may be some old information left at the end of the blocko For this reason it is 

advisable to leave the unit in the record mode fora period after the last wo~d of 

the block has been re-recorded, a period sufficient to erase any old information 
~"h. ..~ n1lJDber of \>lords) 

which might remain", If the re-recorded block is the saros 'lengthfas the block it 

~eplaces, then the programmer can count a delay after the last ££ order sufficient 
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to erase 1 to 2 milliseconds of tape past the last word (the total time for the 

counted delay must include the time required for the last~, so, that a counter 

of the form given in Section III A would require an n of aboutI2Sdecimal)o Then' 

the programmer can safely de-seleot the unit, and it will coast to a stop in the 

cleared area without leaving data on the tape. 

If the programmer wishes to stop the unit in the cleared space in front of 

a, block after skipping blocks :in the direction opposite to the recording and uses 

the ~ stop in cleared area order, a long space will be erased in front of this block. 

If this is not the first block of the recording, the unit will erase a portion of the 

end of the preceding block. De-selection of the unit would be satisfactory if it 

occurs soon enough so that the head stops at least 0.01:5 'inches from other information 

on the tapeo 

If the programmer wishes to skip in either direction prior to reading a particular 

block, the si re-record orders may still be used. For skipping in the direction 

opposite to that in which the recording was made, the procedure above can still be 

used~ if an si read in the original direction is used instead of the last re-record 

order; the unit will turn around in the space in front of the mth block mark, and 

start to read this block. If skipping in the same direction as the recording, tm 

programmer should program'm si re-record orders to skip' the first m-l blocks, then 

give an si read order in this 'same direction to pick up the first word in the(m+l)st 

block. This last must be done because the ~ re-record orders switch the unit into 

the record mode after detection of a block mark and therefore do not permit reading 

this block. 

The si read orders can also be used to skip blocks, since they too cause a 

delay of 5 milliseconds and must find a block mark before any other in-out instructions 

can be performed. To "sldp "m 'blocks, in. :tne' direction of the recording and to read the 
st 

m+1 block, from a start in an erased interblock space, one need only give a succession 

of m+1 si read orders.with each of the first m followed by a dummy rd or bi order 

(see Section IIA 3); after the (m+l)st si read instruction the unit will pick up 

the block mark preceding the desired block and will start transferring its words into 

the In-Out Register. If skipping in the direction opposite to that in which the 

blocks were recorded, starting in an interblock space, the unit should be given 

m si read instructions in the opposite direction to the recording, each followed 

by a dummy rd or bi order, which brings the unit to the start of the desired block. 

The unit is then given an si read instruction in ~ direction 2f ~ recording, so 

that the unit will turn around in the interblock space before the desired b1ock~ pick 

up this block mark again, and start reading this block. 

In order to read blocks of information from the tape in the same direction in 
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which they were recorded, starting with the unit in the cleared area in front of 

the block of information which is to be read, the following orders may be used: 

10 si read in the direction of the recording. After the 5 millisecond read 

delay, during ,which the unit starts to move if it were at rest or moves over 

Og15 inches of blank tape if it were already in motion in this direction, the 

unit picks up the n~xtblock mark, which should be the one in front of the desired 

block of information. After it detects this block mark, the next word is read 

from the tape and sent to the In-Out Register where it is assembled into a word. 

To prevent El;progr,am alam~ this'word'must beqreador cleared from the In-Ott, 

R~gister before the:;rirstline of, the nerlword arrives there (see Section II A 3). 
Since the first rd order will not be performed by the computer for at le'ast 

'7~8 milliseconds after the si read instruction, the programmer can use this 

time for non-in-out instructionsQ 

20 rd--reads the word which has been assembled in the In-Out Register into the 

accumulator and then clears the In-Out Register. The unit is still in the read 

mode, however, and continues to search for information, indicated by index pulses, 

and to send it to the In-Out Register. If the recording was made at maximum 

density, then until the end of the block is reached, words will cont~nue to fil~ 

the In-Out Register and must be read out with the rd orders each 2.56 milliseconds. 

If larger spacing was used, then the rd orders can be correspondingly further 

apartG 

3G When all of the words in the block have been read, and it is desired to 

continue reading, then the programmer can continue to give rd orders, the first 

of which will take a longer period to complete, since it will require traveling 

over the interblock distance and the next block mark before it will find the 

next worde The programmer could also repeat the si read order above. 

40 If the last desired word has been read, and the programmer wishes to stop 

the unit, he should, if he has just finished a block of information, simply 

de-select the unit in the read mode with an si 408(decimal) order 0 If the tape 

is more than one word from the end of the block,it is not advisable simply to 

stop the unit in this way, since it may come to rest in part of the recorded 

information, 'which may cause difficulty on later si read instructions (see Section 

II' A 3)0 In this case, the programmer could continue to give rd orders, without 

transferring the words into )(O~" until he gets to the end of a block where it 

is safe to stopo 

The programmer may replace a series of rd instructions with a bi instruction, 

if he first puts into the accumulator the number of words he would like to read and 

indicates by the address of the bi instruction where in.alhe would like: to start to 
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store this block of wordso Either a rd or bi instruction must follow each si read 

order 0 If it seems advisable, the programmer may mix a series of rd and bi 

instructions after an si read, but if he does, he should note the peculiarities of 

such operation as given in Section II A 30 
To summarize, the use of the magnetic tape for auxiliary storage provides the 

programmer with very large storage capacity at the expense of access timee In 

general, due to the operating features of the tape units, the programmer should store 

his information on the t.ape in blocks of WI wordse These words occupy a minimum of 

2056 milliseconds of tape running time each. The blocks of words may be read or re

recorded many times on the tape, and by means of several different programming pro

cedureso The use of block input orders makes programming the reading of blocks of 

words very simple, but aoes not permit any of the time required for the transfer 

of the information toMCMto be used for the performance of internal orders. 

The programmer should carefully note the position of the read-record head (with 

respect to his own recorded information or to areas which have not been erased and 

therefore may contain old data)_duringthe performance of the program. This is 

especially important when it is necessary or desirable to stop the tape unit in the 

interior of a recording or to de-select the unit anywheree To prevent program alarms 

while reading from magnetic tape, care must be taken to prevent information from 

arriving at the In-Out Register before the old information has been clearede 

Be Delayed Output 

The output media available to the programmer include the direct output typewriter 

and punch, the oscilloscope, and the delayed output typewriter and punch. Because 

of the low operating speed of the direct output typewriter and punch (137 milliseconds 

to type an alphabetical or numerical chgr8cter and longer for machine functions such 

as shift, carriage return, etc., and 93 milliseconds to punch one line of paper tape), 

their use for output is discouraged except under sU,ch special circumst?nces as when 

the programmer has only a small amount of output or when he needs to see his results 

immediately (and there are not too many of them). Because of the parallel operation_ 

of the computer and these direct output devices, it is sometimes possible, if the 

total calculation time of the program is equal to or greater than the time required 

to print the results directly~to mix the printing or punching operations with the 

calculations in such a way as to reduce substantially the_ time the computer mu~t wait 

to finish a previous direct output instruction before going ahead with anotheTo 

As a simple example, if the results of a program can be put in one-to-one correspondence 

with the Flexowriter characters or the 128 possible, combinations of holes punched in 

one line on the paper tape, and if the time to calculate such a result is equal to 

or greater than 137 or 93 milliseconds respectively, then these calculations can be 
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carried on while the corresponding characters are being printed or punched, so 

that no computer time is 'lost to output. 

Printing of alpha-numerical characters on the scope can be accomplished at 

~peeds 15 to 20 times faster than the direct printer, despite the fact that each 

such character must be constructed from a number of pointso By use of the camera 

mounted on the scope, pictures of such an output display can be takeno These 

photographs usually are not available until some time after the program has been 

performed 0 For details on the use of the scope and camera, see H-2l88, PROGRAMMING 

FOR AND OPER,ATION OF OSCILLOSCOPE AND CAMERA~ At present, the scope and the delayed 

printer have approximatelY equal speeds when used to print alpha-numeric characters, 

but when the oscilloscope character and vector generators now under construction and 

testing are ready, it should be much faster to use the scope. 

When using the magnetic tape delayed output system, special WWI words are recorded 

on a magnetic tape unit (now only on unit 3A or 3B) while this unit is connected to the 

computer 0 When this tape unit is connected to the delayed output equipment, these 

words are read from the tape by the delayed output equipment independently of the 

computer operation (except for the pow~r supply), and these special words are used 

to select the proper output character and the mode of the delayed output (typewriter or 

punch, and seventh hole punched or not); then the selected output device types or 

punches the desired charactero Since the operation of printing an alpha-numerical 

character or punching a line of paper ~ape takes on the order of 100 milliseconds 

and only 1.28 milliseconds are required for the 8 necessary binary digits (4 lines) 

of information in the special word on the tape to pass under the read-record head 

of the tape unit at normal speed, some method of reducing the effective speed of the 

tape is required in order not to use a very long length of tape per output character. 

In addition, typewriter machine functions take long (up to about 1 second) and Varying 

amounts of time, so that it can not be predicted in advance exactly how much time 

will be required to print a certain character on the typewriter. For these reasons, 

iJt was necessar1' to stop the magnetic tape while the delayed output typewriter or 

punch is operatingo In this way it is only necessary to leave enough erased space 

on the tape between any two special words recorded there for the tape to b'raJte- to 
.. 

a halt after the first word is read and to accelerate to normal speed again (after 

the character is printed) before the next one appears on the tape. 

The physical arrangement on the magnetio tape of the word corresponding to one 

output character is as follows: the first three lines of the word on the tape 

(corresponding to the left six digits of what appears in the accumulator when the .~ 
order is given, ioeo, ACO to AC5 inclusive) give the binary code for the Flexowriter 

character to be printed or the binary combination to be punched in the first six channelf 

of the line on.the paper tapeo . The fourth line of this word on the magnetic 
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tape selects the seventh hole (for the paper tape) and the output mode (typewriter 

or punch) 0 If a I occurs in the second channel of this line on magnetic tape 

(corresponding to the ~th digit in the accumulator, 1oe., AC7)? the punch is 

selected; if a 0, the typewriter is selected. If the typewriter is selected, and 

the PUNCH ON switch on the t~~ewriter is off (up), the typewriter will print only, 

but if this switch is on (down), the typewriter will print and punch simultaneously. 

(This is advantageous when more than one copy of the results is desired -.the punched 

paper tape corresponding to the printed results can be used on any other flexowriter 

to obtain more copies of these resultso Also, if known errors occur in the print 

out, these can be corrected on the tape by duplicating it to the point where an error 

occurred, punching in the correct.character, then continuing the duplication.) If 

the punch is selected either bya 1 in AC7 or by means of the PUNCH ON switch, a I in 

AC6 will cause the 7th hole of the line on the paper tape to be punched •. Any 

combination of typewritten and punched characters can be recorded on the magnetic 

tape for mixed outputo 

Since only 4 lines of the word on magnetic tape are required to give the complete 

output information for one character, the delayed output equipment has been set up 

to read only the first 4 lines of each WWI word on the magnetic tape (block marks 

are ignored during the reading operation ·for delayed output). As soon as these 

first 4 lines of the word are read, the tape unit is instructed to stop, and the 

last 4 lines of the word are ignored and the tape passes over these lines as it 

coasts to a stop. The tape remains at rest until a completion pulse comes from the 

typewriter or punch indicating that this character has been typed or punched. When 

this completion pulse is received by the tape unit it starts forward to read the 

first 4 lines of the next word and repeat this cycle of operations. 

Under normal operation of the tape for delayed output, words are recorded in 

the forward direction and later read back into the delayed ou.tput equipment in the 

same directiono However, it is possible to read the tape in the reverse direction 

for delayed output; this is done by means of the REVERSE PRINT switch on tbe~ 
map.,tr'f·.tape~·r.ela7tran8fer ··panel·oh::~h$+de·nter:,·raclt~·. 

When this is used the tape starts reading in reverse, and in order 

to print the correct characters, the programmer must record in reverse, or scramble 

the words so that the proper digits are in the last 4 lines of the special words if 

recording in the forward direction. The use of this mode makes it unnecessary to run 

the tape back after a recording is made on the tape and before it can be printedo 
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The amount of tape which passes under the head of a lmit while it decelerates 

to rest and then accelerates to":normal qpeed is about 0018 inches, and equals the 

amount which passes under the head of the unit in about 6.0 milliseconds when the 

tape is running at normal speed. Also,', 1.28 milliseconds are required for the 4 lines 

of a word containing the output information corresponding to one Flexowriter character 

to pass under the head, so thatanaverage of about 7 ... 3 milliseconds of tape at normal 

speed is required per output character. However, this is based on good adjustment 

and operation of the clutches and brakes on the units, In order to give operating 

margins, about 705 milliseconds of tape at normal speed should be used per output 

character. This is the spacing given by the .~ orders following an ~ record for 

delayed print order. 

Thus, to program for delayed output, the programmer simply gives an ~ record 

for delayed print order (this 1s uaedoDl.t: witb units 3A and 3B at the present time). 

He then gives an !£ order each time the special word corresponding to a desired output 

character is obtained in the accumulator. This process is as eeonomical of computer 

time as can be obtained, since calculations to obtain these special words can be 

. done while the previous rc order is being carried out by the In-Out equipment. - . 
If the calculations to obtain an output character take more than 7.5 milliseconds, 

then magnetic tape will be wasted if it is left running. However, stopping the tape 

unit (in' cleared area) requires 2807 milliseconds of computer time, and since, when 

the next character is to be recorded, another si record for delayed print order will 

be necessary, such a procedure will use up about 16 milliseconds of tape. Therefore, 

it is not desirable to start and stop the unit frequently. The usual procedure (for 

. single length WWI words), is to store up a group of results, convert and record the 

corresponding Flexowriter characters at one time, then stop the unit and go on with 

the calculationso In using the subroutines;nowavailable for (24,6) double register 

numbers, the tape unit is stopped after each such number is ~eQorde,d (see Section VB) I> 

When a recording is finished, the magnetic tape must be stopped. In addition, 

the tape must be stopped when it is being read back for delayed printing. If this 

is not done, the unit will search ahead after the last character is printed, looking 

for the next special word on the tape~ If the tape has been erased, it will continue 

running until the end comes off the reel. If there is old data on the tape, it will 

be printed, and if the operator does not know how much material should be printed by 

the program it may hot be easy to determine when the unit should be stopped manually. 

However, if when he is finished the programmer records award on the tape which 

contains the Flexowriter stop character (110001) and which selects the typewriter, 

the typew~iter, when it receives this character, will not send a completion pulse 

back to the tape unit. Therefore the unit will not start again until the operator 
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manually starts the delayed print equipment~ by pressing the "START BlAB' button. 

It is also desirable that each programmer who uses the magnetic tape for delayed 

output on the typewriter end his recording with the character for a carriage return 

before the stop charactero Then the typewriter will be left with its carriage at 

the left for the next printingo In addition, if the programmer shifts the typewriter 

to upper case for the last part of the printing, he should always put in a shift to 

lower case before ending the recording. This is because the typewriter locks in these 

cases, and if the computer operator does not notice that the machine has been left in 

upper case after a delayed print-out, the next program, which may assume thie machine 

is in lower case, will start printing in upper case. The programmer may, if he wishes, 

always record a lower case character at the start of his recording if he wishes to 

type in lower case. 

The Flexowriter unit used with the delayed output equipment has a long carriage, 

with a usable length of about 160 spaces. The size of the type is 10 characters to 

the inch. The tab settings have been set arbitrarily at 10 spaces apart. 

IV. Manual Control of the Delayed Output Equipment 

At the start of a computer period, units 3A and 3B are normally positioned with 

their heads at the second limit switches on these tapes. The area between the first 

and second switches contains test recordings for checking the operation of these tape 

units and the delayed output equipment. If the operator wishes to· check either of 

these units, he rewinds it to the first limit switch, puts the transfer switch in the 

'position where the unit to be tested is connected to the delayed output equipment, 

and starts the unit reading forward (with the Automatic pushbutton on, the START READ 

switch on the typewriter is pressed). The permanent recordings operate the typewriter 

and punch to give certain standard results when they are operating properlyo These 

should print out without significant error, except in the capstan test, where the 

. spacing between words on the tape is successively reduced. When significant failure 

occurs here, the operator looks at the print to see if a certain.number corresponding 

to the spacing on the tape is below a certain limit when the failure occurredo If 

the number is below this limit, the test is satisfactory; if it is not the engineers 

should be informed. If both units do n?t give the proper results, the trouble 

probably lies with the delayed output equipment rather than the tape unitso If only 

one unit is malfunctioning, then the operator can still use the othero 

There is a maximum of 1200 feet of magnetic tape on these two units, but a 

certain amount must be left on both ends so that the ends will not come off the reels. 

In addition the permanent test data occupies a small region at the beginning of each 

tape. Thus there is a maximum of about 1150 feet on each unit available for the 
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programmers, but if there is breakage of the tape near the ends, the reel may not 

be replaced until the length available to the programmer drops below 1000 feeto This 

minimum of 1000 feet is enough to record about 53,000 output characters at maximum 

density (one each 795 milliseconds), and requires a minimum of about 6.7 minutes fu 

record ito The typin~ of such a recording would require at least 85 minutes. (!ba 
about L :.i 

de~~x~d outppt ~~ewriter cln 'tMDW 10 characters Lnot machine function~ per second 
01' punchctbo'U1:. ~ Jl1nee per' ~ 
'if the corresponding woras on the magnetic tape are 7.5 milliseconds aparto) 

After a recording (which starts at the limit switch) for delayed output is put 

on unit 3A or 3B, depending on the position of the transfer switch when the recording 

is made, the operator normally throws this switch and proceeds with the next progrrum. 

While this program is being run, the unit which has the recording is run back to the 

limit switch by means of the pushbutton ontbel'lexo<e1lCl.O.~. The START READ switch 

on the typewriter is then pushed, and the tape is read Qy the delayed output equipment 

and the results are printed or punchedo Should an error occur or the typewriter 

fail to stop at the end of the recording, the computer operator can stop the tape 

unit and Flexowriter by pressing the STOP READ switch on the typewriter. 

If two programs in succession record on magnetic tape for delayed output and 

the first recording takes so long to print or punch that it is not completed when 

the second program has finished recording its results on the other tape unit, the'n 

this second set of results can not be printed out immediately. If another program 

which uses the delayed output equipment is now performed, it is necessary to record 

this data on the second unit, following the second recording. If a very long record

ing was made on the first unit, it is possible that the whole reel of tape of the 

second unit will be filled with results before the first results are completelY 

printed 0 In this case it would be necessary to replace the reel on the second unit. 

Also it is possible to record so much data for printing out that it' can, not be 

finished in the computer period. If the computer power is shut off in the next 

period S" this information can not be printed out until a period in which the computer 

power is ono Other utility programs also use the magnetic tape units for delayed 

printing or punching, such as post mortem tapes and the conversion programs which 

store data for the punching of 556 tapeso These uses of the magnetic tape and the 

low speed of printing or typing results can lead to serious problems for the computer 

opera tors and in the scheduling of prog'rams to be run e 

To avoid such problems, the Scientific and Engineeri~g Applications (S&EC) Group' 

has adopted the practice of postponing the performance of certain programs for which 

such difficulties might arise. Therefore, it is important that programmers earefully 

fill in the ttMaxo Noo Fte Forward" (i.e., the number of feet of magnetic tape required 

for his program) column in the magnetic tape section of the S&EC Performance Request 
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form (DL-324-9). If this practice does not obviate these difficulties it may be 

necessary to penalize programmers who. have very large amounts of output by 

charging a portion of their delayed output time against their allotted computer 

time. 

Vo Subroutines Available to the Programmer for Use With the Magnetic Tape 

Ao Auxiliary Storage 

Some subroutines have been written for recording on and reading from the 

magnetic tape when used as auxiliary storage. They provide the programme~ with 

facilities for recording an arbitrary number of blocks of arbitrary word 'length 

(wi thin the capacity of the unit) on unit 1 , for .k1pping forward or b,ack-

ward any nUlIfber of b locks wi thin tbe reoordin~. and for reading or re-recording 

any of these blocks. Certain of these routines provide a check on the reading 

operation and if an error is detected repeats the reading operation until it 

checks properlyo More details on these routines can be obtained in a report 

entitled Magnetic Tape Subroutines, dated January 2, 1953; this report is avail

able in the Tape Ro~m of the Digital Computer Laboratory. 

B. DelaYed Output 

Synthetic instructions of the types MOA.o. and iMOA ••• are now available 

in the OS instruction code. These instructions provide for the conversion (from 

binary to decimal) and delayed printing of the contents of the AO or the MRA. 

as well as the delayed printing of certain spec'ial characters (see the OS Manual). 

Subroutines for delayed output (mor~ details on these routines can be 
I obtained from the Subroutine Library) 

1.LSR Tape OD 3 (Tape number 3214) 

This subroutine records on magnetic tape, for delayed printing t the contents 

of the WWI accumulator as a signed decimal integer, and this number is printed in 

the form .:!:: :x:xxxx (with initial 0 IS '·replaced by spaces).. The + sign can be re- , 

placed by a 'space a,nd the delayed punch used instead of the printer. The length 

of this subroutine is 86 registers. About 0.2 feet of magnetic tape, and about 

0.1 seconds of computer time ,are required per number. 

20 LSR Tape OD 2 (Tape number 3333) 

This subroutine records on magnetic tape,for delayed printing, the contents 

of the Iv~ (in CS programs) as a (24.6) gene,ralized decimal number 0 The number 

is printed in the form .:t .x:x:xx.xxJOC I ±. xx. where the last digits represent the 
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magnitude of the exponent of 10 of the number. (Use of a preset parameter varies 

the number of significant decimal digits printed; there is a maximum of 8.) 
The number is automatically followed by a space. Other machine functions such as 

tab. space, or carriage return can also be obtained by use of special entry points. 
- r 

The magnetic tape is started before each number or machine function is recorded, 

and stopped after the recording. This subroutine is entered in the interpretive 

mode 0 About 0025 seconds and 006 feet of magnetic tape are required iper number. 

The routine occupies 147 registers. 

3. LSR Tape TD 1 (Tape number 2756 m5) 
This subroutine is used for either direct or delayed printing of 30-j,j 

numbers. In addition to the facilities mentipned in 2 above, another preset 

parameter ca.n be used to give spaces instea.d of positive signs, a.nd roundoff is 

provided. Both routines use the FA section of a. OS program, and lea.ve the con~ 

tents of the MRA unchanged. This 'routine takes about 0.2 seconds and 0.4 feet 

of tape per number and occupies 207 registers. 

4. LSR Tape OD 1 (Tape number·' 3217 m4) 

This subroutine provides for both format and printing of numbers on direct 

or delayed printer, and includes the preceding tape as a part. Another preset 

parameter 1s used to specify the number of columns per "page (format). Otherwise 

it is similar to the preceding tape. Registers used are 229. 

VI. Changes in Progress 

1.. A long-carriage ]'lexowri ter is be ing connected to unit 2, so that it also may 

be used for delayed output. A transfer switch is being mounted on the spare 

]llexowri ter cabinet ~ to change the connections so that unit 2 is connected to the 

computer in one poslton and to the delayed output reading equipment in the other. 

Another switch will be located on the Flexowriter cabinet so that the Flexowriter 

can be disconnected from the delayed output equipment and used norm~lly for 

typing, punching. and reproducing tapes. 

2. Limit switch contacts have been located near the ends of all the reels of 

tapes, and an alarm .'circui t is being connected so that whenever a uni t passes 

over a limit switch, the alarm will sound (whether the unit is under manual or 

computer control)o In addition. lights on each unit will be lit when that unit 

is on a limit switch. Thus. when a unit is rewound and stops at a limit swit~h, 

:the gong will sound .and the light will go on and stay on. If the unit ieat the 
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other ·end of the tape and is sti~l running, the gong will sound , and the light 

go on as the wipers pass over the limi't.switches, and then go off again. At 

this point, the unit will be stopped by the operator; otherwise the tape would 

probably run off the reel. (If unit 3A or 3:13 is being used, it may be possible 

to stop the program, interchange 3A and 3B, and then continue recording on the 

other unit.) 

3. A toggle switch and light are being $dded to the console near the photoelec

tric tape reader which will permit the opera tor to awi tch unl tOto a manual 

Rewind mode. The Automatic pushbutton must be in on the unit 0 auxiliary control 

panel in order for this awi tah to' 1),e use~t. altd this toggle switch m.Y.!! be returned 

to the Automatic position before Unit 0 can b.e controlled by the computer. 

4. An Index Count Error a~armis being installed which will sound an alarm, l~ght 

a light, 'and stop the delayed typewriter and the tape unit when more or less than 

8 lines on the tape (corresponding to one WW word) have been read for any Flexo 

character during delayed o·utput from that unit. The operator can then examine 

the results and decide whether to repeat the section containing the error or to 

go ono In the latter case, he will have a pushbutton to clear the alarm, and 

then can continue with the output. 
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, APPENDIX 

Appendix A. In-OUt Delay counts for various orders 

1. si instructions 

si read--5.l milliseconds 
si re-record--5.l milliseconds 
SI record--14.5 milliseconds 
si record for delayed print--14.5 milliseconds 
~ stop in cleared area--28.7 milliseconds 

No other in-out instructions can follow the above orders before the ends of 
these delay counts. In the cases of the si read and re-record orders, no other 
in-out instructions can be performed until these delays have been counted ~ 
the unit has detected a block mark afterwards. Internal WWI orders can be performed 
during all of these delays except the last, where ,no other orders can be performed 
until this delay is finished 

2. rd - none (information comes into the .In-Out Register from the tape at 
intervals depending on the spacing of the words on the tape--at least 
2.56 milliseconds per word, but no delay is counted in the In-Out 
Delay Counter (lODe). If the In-Out Register is not full when this 
order is given, the computer waits until a word is assembled). 

bi - none ( as for the rd, no delay is counted, but the time required to 
complete the order and to permit another instruction is given by the 
total time required to read the n words from the tape into storage; 
at maximum density, 2.56 n milliseconds.) 

l:£. - 2.56 milliseconds if it follows an si record order " 

7.5 milliseconds if it follows an si record for delayed print order 

Appendix B. Amount of tape used for magnetic tape instructions 

If the tape is running at normal speed of 30 inches per second when a certain 
delay of d milliseconds is counted in lODe, then to determine the length of tape 
in inches which has passed under the head during this period, which we call L, we 
simply use 

L = .030 d 
Thus, if we I£ one word (after normal si record order), d = 2.56, and L z 0.077". 
If the I£ follows the new si record order, d = 7., and L = o22S·J But if the tape 
is at rest or is required to change direction of motion by the si instruction, then 
the length of tape passing under the head is not given by the above equation. The 
delay count is the same, but the tape is accelerating during the period and therefore 
a smaller length of tape passes under the head. No exact formula can be given for 
this since the acceleration depends on the action of certain mechanical clutches 
and brakes and their actions vary with time. The following estimates were based on 
the assumptions that the average reaction time of the units is 5.5 milliseconds, the 
average acceleration time i8 1.0: milliseconds, and the acceleration is constant. 

Whenever an si instruction is given to a tape unit, about S t06 milliseconds 
elapse before the tape motion can, be affected (this is the reaction time required 
for the clutches or brakes on the unit to act on the spindle which drives the tape). 
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This is followed by a period of high acceleration or deceleration of the tape to its 
normal velocity of 30 inohes per second'in the desired direction. Thus if the tape 
is at rest and is ordered to si read or re-record in either direction, the tape will 
have <;no" started to move at the end of the 5' milliseoond delay count. Therefore it 
will not bave':n1oved past the head when it begins to look for a 
block mark. If the tape is at rest and is ordered to record in either direction 
by the appropriate si order, the tape will not move during the reaction time (about 
~.5 milliseoonds), will accelerate to normal speed in about 0.5 to 1.5 milliseconds, 
and therefore will be moving at normal speed for about 8.0 milliseoonds of the oounted 
delay of 14.5 milliseoonds. At the end of the delay oount the head will be about 
~.2'inches from the point on the tape ~t which the si reoord order was given. 

If the tape is moving when an ~ order referring to it is given and if this 
instruction directs the tape unit to move in the same direction, then the equation 
above can be used. We find that at the end of the delay count, for an A! read or 
re-record order, the tape has moved about 0.15 inches from the point at whioh the 
order was given, for an si record order about 0.44 inches. If dire~ted to si stop 
in a c1eared area in the same direction, a section of tape about 0.61 inches long 
will be oleared, and the tape unit, after a delay count of 28.7 milliseconds, will 
be de-selected at about .l~ inohes from the point at which the order was given, and 
if permitted to coast to stop will finally stop about 0.21 inches from this point. 

If the tape is moving in one direction and the si instruction directs it to' 
change direction, the delay counts remain the same, but the tape will continue to 
travel in the original direction while the clutch-brake mechanism starts to decelerate 
the tape until its velocity in the original direction is reduced to O. The tape 
then accelerates to normal velocity in the desired direction, which requires another 
1.0 to 1 05 milliseconds. If the new si is for reading or re-recording ,the~pe 
will travel at normal speed in the original direction during , the timed::·:~li,.;~,;~{iilr,f::<' , :-
so that the position of the tape at the end of the'delay will be about 0.15 inches 
from the starting point in the original direction of motion. If the si instruction 
is for recording, the tape will travel in the original direction about O.lB,.inches 
(erasing the tape), and then will rever~e direction and the block ltlarker af'the end 
of the delay will be recorded about 0 .O~, anches in the desired direction from the 
starting place. If the si instruction is to stop in cleared area in the opposite 
direction, the tape unit again erases about 0.18 inches in the original direotion, 
retraces this region, and erases about 0.22 inches of tape in the new direction, 
reverses direction again and is de-selected at just about the point where the order 
was initiated, but travelling in the original direction. If the unit is permitted 
to stop, it will move about 0.18 inches in the original direction before stopping. 

A word recorded on the tape using the regular si record orders occupies about 
0.077 inches of tapee If the recording for auxiliary storage is made at maximum 
density, there is no distance between the words (other than the 0.004SHinterline 
space already included in this figure). When recording using the si record for 
delayed print order, each word occupies about 0.225 inches, 2/3 of which is the 
long space given automatically before each word so that the unit can stop between 
words on the tape while the output equipment is operating. For auxiliary storage 
it may be desirable to increase the spacing given above; for delayed printing the 
spacing given above is minimum. If calculations to obtain the'next output 
character after recording one on the tape require more than 7.5 milliseconds, and 
the unit is left running in the si record mode, a longer space will be obtained 
between these words on the tape, its length depending on the time required for the 
calculations. 
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Appendix Co Reference list of si addresses for the magnetic tape units 

si Instruction 0 1 2 3A or 3B** 

Re-record forward 100(0) 110(0) 120(0) 130(0) 
64{d) 72{d) 80{d) 88(d) 

Re-record reverse 101(0) 111(0) 121(0) 131(0) 
65{d) 73(d) 81(d) 89(d) 

Read forward 102(0) 112(0) 122(0) 132(0) 
66{d) 74(d) 82(d) 90(d) 

Read reverse 103(0) ll3(0) 123(0) 133(0) 
67(d) 75 (d) 83(d) 91(d) 

Stop in cleared area 104(0) 114(0) 124(0) 134(0) 
forward 68(d) 76(d) 84(d) 92(d) 

Stop in cleared area 105(0) 115(0) 125(0) 135 (0) 
reverse 69(d) 77(d) 85(d) 93(d) 

Record forward 106(0) 116(0) l26(0) l36(0) 
70{d) 78(d) 86{d) 94(d) 

Record reVerse 107(0) 117(0) 127(0) 137(0) 
71(d) 79(d) 87(d) 95(d) 

Record for delayed print 146(0) 156(0) 166(0) 176(0) 
forward* 102{d) ll0(d) 1l8(d) 126{d) 

Record for delayed print 147(0) 157(0) 167{q) 177(0) 
reverse* lO3(d) 11l(d) 1l9(d) 127(d) 

(0) == octal 
It (d) == decimal .-" 

"* When these si record instructions are used, there is the usual 14.5 millisecond 
delay counted in the In-Out Delay Counter while tape is being erased, and a blocK 
mark is laid down at the end of this period. Succeeding rc instructions generate 
a 705 millisecond total count in the I~-Out Delay Countero This order is chiefly 
designed to be used with Units 3A and 3B, because this delay automatically provides 
the minimum delay necessary for use with the delayed printer and puncho 

** These ~ addresses refer to whichever unit is connected to the computer through 
the transfer switch. 
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